
ON THE DEGREE OF THECANONICAL MAPS OF 3-FOLDSCHRISTOPHER D. HACONAbstract. We prove the following resultthat answers a question of M. Chen: LetX be a Gorenstein minimal complex pro-jective 3-fold of general type with locallyfactorial terminal singularities. If jKX jde�nes a generically �nite map � : X 99K

P
pg�1, then deg(�) � 576. For any posi-tive integer m > 0, we give in�nitely manyexamples of (non-Gorenstein) 3-folds of gen-eral type with canonical map of degree m.Keywords: Canonical maps, threefolds.1. IntroductionThe study of the canonical maps of projective va-rieties of general type is one of the central prob-lems in algebraic geometry. The case of surfaceshas attracted a great deal of attention. By work ofBeauville, it is known that the degree of the canon-ical maps of surfaces are bounded. In dimension atleast three, the situation seems much less clear. Thepurpose of this brief note is to address this ques-tion. We prove the following theorem which answersa question of M. Chen (cf. Open problem 2.10 [Ch]).Theorem 1.1. Let X be a Gorenstein minimal com-plex projective 3-fold of general type with locally fac-torial terminal singularities. Suppose that jKX j de-�nes a generically �nite map � : X 99K P

pg�1. Thendeg(�) � 576.When X is not Gorenstein, the situation is how-ever quite di�erent. For any positive integer m > 0,we give in�nitely many families of 3-folds of generaltype with canonical map of degree m (see Example2.1).Acknowledgments. The author was partially sup-ported by NSA research grant no: MDA904-03-1-0101 and by a grant from the Sloan Foundation.2. ProofsProof. (of Theorem 1.1) Since � is generically �nite,one has that pg := h0(X;!X) � 4. Let d be the2000 MSC. 14J30, 14E35

generic degree of �. Since �(X) is a non-degeneratevariety in P
pg�1, we have deg(�(X)) � pg(X) � 3.Recall that by the Miyaoka-Yau inequality (cf. [Mi]),we have14dpg(X) � d(pg(X)� 3) � K3X � 72�(!X):It su�ces therefore to show that �(!X) � 2pg(X).If q(X) := h0(X;
1X) � 5, this is clear as then�(!X) = pg � h0(
2X) + q(X)� 1 � pg + 4 � 2pg:So, we assume that q(X) � 6 and let a : X �! Y bethe Stein factorization of the Albanese morphism ofX . In particular a has connected �bers, Y is normaland the induced morphism Y �! A(X) is �nite. Bysemicontinuity and [Ha] Corollary 4.2, for generalP 2 Pic0(Y ),(1) pg(X) = h0(a�!X) �h0(a�!X
P ) = �(a�!X
P ) = �(a�!X):If dim(Y ) � 2, then Ria�!X = 0 for i > 1 (cf.[Ko]). By [Ha] Corollary 4.2, �(Ria�!X) � 0, there-fore�(!X) = �(a�!X)� �(R1a�!X) � �(a�!X):Combining this with (1), one has �(!X) � pg(X) asrequired.If dim(Y ) = 1, then g(Y ) = q and proceeding asabove(2) �(!X) � �(a�!X) + �(R2a�!X):One has that a�!X = a�(!X=Y )
!Y and R2a�!X =!Y (cf. [Ko] Proposition 7.6). Let F be a general�ber of X �! Y , then the rank of a�(!X=Y ) is justh0(!X=Y jF ) = h0(!F ) = pg(F ). By a result of Fu-jita, deg(a�(!X=Y )) � 0, and so by Riemann-Rochon Y , �(a�!X) = �(a�(!X=Y )
!Y ) �(q � 1)pg(F ) = �(!Y )pg(F ):Since pg(X) > 0, one has pg(F ) > 0 and so, by theabove equation, �(!Y ) � �(a�!X). It follows that(3) �(a�!X) + �(R2a�!X) � 2�(a�!X):Combining equations (1), (2) and (3), one sees that�(!X) � 2pg(X) as required. ˜Example 2.1. For any integer m > 0, there existsin�nitely many families of minimal 3-folds of generaltype with index 2 terminal singularities such that thecanonical map has degree m.1



2 CHRISTOPHER D. HACONProof. Let c : C �! E be the Z2 cover of an ellipticcurve de�ned by c�(!C) = OE � Land a reduced divisor B 2 j2Lj. We denote the cor-responding involution by �. Let ~X = C�C�C andX := ~X=Z2 where the Z2 action on ~X is generatedby �����. One sees that X has terminal and hencerational singularities and X is minimal of index 2 (cf.[EL] Example 1.13). Let a : X �! E � E � E bethe induced map of degree 4. One has thata�(!X) �= OE�E�E � (L ˆ L ˆOE)�(L ˆOE ˆ L)� (OE ˆ L ˆ L):Assume that degL � 3 and so L is very ample. It iseasy to see that the linear series jKX j is birational.Now let P 2 Pic0(E) be a point of order m andf : Y �! X be the �etale Zm-cover corresponding toP ˆ P ˆ P . One sees that jKY j = f�jKX j and sothe degree of �m is m. By varying the degree of L,one obtains in�nitely many examples with distinctvalues of K3X . ˜References[Ch] Chen, M.: Weak boundedness theorems for canoni-cally �bered Gorenstein minimal threefolds. Preprintmath.AG/0206097[EL] Ein, L., Lazarsfeld, R.: Singularities of theta divi-sors and the birational geometry of irregular varieties.J. Amer. Math. Soc. 10 (1997), no. 1, 243{258[Ha] Hacon, C.: A derived category approach to genericvanishing. Preprint math.AG/0308198. To appear inJ. Reine Angew. Math. 575 (2004)[Ko] Koll�ar, J.: Higher direct images of dualizing sheaves.I. Ann. of Math. (2) 123 (1986), no. 1, 11{42.[Mi] Myiaoka, Y.: The Chern classes and Kodaira dimen-sion of a minimal variety. Algebraic geometry, Sendai,1985, 449{476, Adv. Stud. Pure Math., 10, North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1987Christopher D. HaconDepartment of MathematicsUniversity of Utah155 South 1400 East, JWB 233Salt Lake City, Utah 84112-0090, USAhacon@math.ucr.edu


